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Introduction

Remember the golden days of role playing, when adven-
tures were underground, NPCs were there to be killed, and
the finale of every dungeon was the dragon on the 20th
level? Well, those days are back. Dungeon Crawl Classics
feature bloody combat, intriguing dungeons, and no NPCs
who aren’t meant to be killed. Each adventure is 100%
good, solid dungeon crawl, with the monsters you know,
the traps you fear, and the secret doors you know must be
there somewhere.

The Ruins of Castle Churo is designed for four to six play-
ers of first level. We recommend 4 to 6 total character lev-
els between party members. While the characters can be
of any basic class, a good mix of characters is helpful. In
particular, a rogue in the party will be advantageous. Note
that many of the encounter levels are high for first level
characters, but a smart party will be able to utilize the
resources they find to overcome the difficulty. See the
“Scaling Information” section to tailor this adventure to you
particular needs.

Adventure Summary

A group of bandits, the Broken Knives, has stolen relics of
significance from several temples in the town of Grozny.
The bandits have made their base of operations in the
ruins of Castle Churo, which is located in the middle of the
town. From there they have tunneled into the vaults of the
town’s temples. The characters must investigate the ruins
of the castle, exploring its basements and catacombs.
They will discover that the magical accident that long ago
destroyed the castle has left strange magical properties in
the rooms that remain. The characters must overcome
these challenges as they find and defeat the Broken
Knives.

Game Master’s Section

Encounter Table

To help the GM prepare, we have included a quick refer-
ence table showing all encounters at a glance. Loc – the
location number keyed to the map for the encounter. Pg –
the module page number that the encounter can be found
on. Type – this indicates if the encounter is a trap (T), puz-
zle (P), or combat (C). Encounter – the key monsters,
traps, or NPCs that can be found in the encounter. Names
in italics are classed NPCs. EL – the encounter level.

Loc Pg Type Encounter EL

1-1 5 T/C Summon monster trap 1
(fiendish raven)

1-2 5 P Babbling statues, confusion 2

1-3 6 C/P Smorl, kobold Clr3, 2
and magic fountain

1-4 7 C/T 4 kobolds, gravity effects 2

1-5 7 C/T 2 troglodytes, time effects 2

1-6 8 C 4 tiny hunting spiders 1

1-7 8 C The living room 3

1-8A 9 P Wind vortex 1

1-9 10 T Teleport trap 1

1-10 11 C/P Animated skull 1

1-11 11 P Thuelso’s ghost, animated 0+
grave goods

1-12 12 C Gulag, troglodyte Rog2 4

1-14 13 T Fusillade of darts trap 1

1-16B 13 C Troglodyte and 4 kobolds 2

Revenge 14 C Kethos, human Clr3 3
of Kethos
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DCC World

If you are using the world of Áereth from DCC #35:
Gazetteer of the Known Realms, this adventure takes
place in the town of Grozny. Found in the eastern-
most reaches of the Theocracy of the Lance, Grozny
has always had to contest against the depredations
of brigands raiding from the Freeholds. Once the
demesne of the wizard Churo, Grozny and the sur-
rounding lands were adopted into the Theocracy
when the wizard obliterated himself and his solemn
tower a mere thirty years ago. The ruins of the tower
still watch over Grozny and its inhabitants, a constant
reminder of the failures of Man.



Scaling Information

The Ruins of Castle Churo is designed for 4-6 characters
of first level, but may be adjusted to suit parties of different
sizes or level. Consider adjusting the adventure as follows:

Weaker Parties (3 or fewer characters): Throughout the
adventure change all of the unnamed troglodytes to
kobolds. Remove a character level from Gulag. Reduce
the living room’s HD by one.

Stronger Parties (5 more or more characters or higher

than first level): Double the number of kobolds in each
encounter that calls for them. Add a class level to Gulag.
Smorl does not begin cursed.

Getting the Players Involved

The adventure begins with the party in the town of Grozny.
The characters may be brought into the adventure through
a few different means. Here are some hooks the might
involve them:

• The characters are in the town of Grozny and see a
proclamation asking for volunteers to recover stolen
temple relics with the promise of great reward.

• One of the characters is a cleric of a temple that has
been raided. He organizes the rest of the party to
regain the stolen goods.

Background Story

History of Castle Churo

Castle Churo was once the home of Churo the Too-
Curious. Churo was the last in a long line of brilliant schol-
ars and magicians. He experimented with magic, discover-
ing amazing things and probing the unknown. But his
investigations were his undoing. Churo delved into things
mortals weren’t meant to know. While working on a high-
energy magic experiment, he catastrophically erred in his
calculations, disintegrating himself and leveling Castle
Churo into a mound of slag and rubble. Only the basement
and catacombs remained. But even the underground area
was not unscathed, marred as it was by the release of
intense magics. Strange properties persist in many of the
rooms, creating ambient magical effects.

Churo obliterated himself thirty years ago. Since that time
a few brave explorers have ventured into the ruins chasing
rumors of lost treasure. The few that have returned claim
that what remains of Castle Churo is cursed by the gods.
The local populace of Grozny shuns the castle and refus-
es to venture near it.

Recent Machinations

The town of Grozny has four established religions: an
order dedicated to justice and law; an order of contempla-
tive monks who probe the mysteries of the universe; a
brotherhood that perform acts of charity and healing; and

the local druids, who oversee the agricultural life of the
town. (The exact nature of each religion is left intentional-
ly vague so they can be adapted to your campaign world.)
In the last two years a new religion has moved into town,
the Jovonists. The religion is an upstart and full of unortho-
dox ideas such as paying homage to the founder instead
of any god. The Jovonists have gained popularity, but
many townsfolk still worship the gods of their fathers and
neighbors.

The head of Grozny’s Jovonists, Kethos, hatched a plan to
discredit the other religions and bring more worshipers into
his fold. He believed he could steal the relics of Grozny’s
temples to show that the gods and their religions were
weak. Kethos thought many of the townsfolk would not visit
their former temples if they no longer had their mystical
relics.

Kethos hired the Broken Knives to do his dirty work. After
scouting the town, the bandits figured the best plan was to
set up an operation out of Castle Churo, which no local
would go near. From there they would use kobolds to tun-
nel to the nearby temples, to which the ruins are located
advantageously close, and steal the relics from temple
vaults.

In one night, the bandit gang launched a quick series of
attacks on three temples. The town guard attempted to
capture the bandits as they filched their third relic, but
failed as a tunnel collapsed on them. The kobolds had
rigged the tunnels to collapse behind them after they stole
the relics. After this disaster, the town guard refused to
fight the bandits anymore, especially since half their num-
ber were missing or killed.  However, they did determine
that the tunnels have originated from Castle Churo.

The only religions that had not been sacked by the bandits
were the Jovonists and the druids. The druids would have
been raided too, except that the kobolds ran afoul of the
druids’ ornamental temple pond, and needed time to shore
up the mine before proceeding.

A council of Grozny’s religious luminaries, including the
Jovonists’ leader Kethos, has gathered and demanded
that something be done. Most of the religious sects have
no military force, and the knightly order is out on patrol, not
due back for days. In desperation, the clerics have elected
to hire adventurers on commission to retrieve the relics.

Kethos, meanwhile, has told the Broken Knives hurry up
on their last target and get out of town before his plot is
ruined.

The Broken Knives

The Broken Knives is a large criminal syndicate of thieves
and mercenaries. For the right inducement they will per-
form nefarious services. The Jovonists have connections
with the syndicate; the gang performs less-savory deeds
with which the sect would prefer not to be associated.
Higher-ranking members and officers, such as Smorl and
Gulag, have identifying tattoos on their arms.
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After the characters are hooked into the adventure, they are
brought before the religious emergency council. Kethos is
there along with a representative from each of Grozny’s
major religions. Read or paraphrase the following:

You are ushered into the sacred gardens of Verditus the
druid. The head of each of Grozny’s major temples is here.
Their leader is Lenim, a cleric of an order dedicated to jus-
tice and law. Also present is Kethos, head of the new order
calling themselves Jovonists, as well as the monk Kylind,
and the high priest Pygon. Lenim steps forward and clears
his throat.

“Welcome, brave adventurers,” Lenim says. “As you are
aware, we are in need of your assistance. Bandits have
stolen important relics from the temples of Grozny: a
prayer rug, a stone idol, and a golden censer.

“Our efforts to stop the bandits have been a disaster, with
several of the town guardsmen killed in the latest raid. We,
and the people of Grozny, are in desperate need of your
help.

“The town guard has determined that the cowardly thieves
are hiding in the accursed ruins of Castle Churo. We
implore you to go in there, vanquish the vile villains, and
come back with the religious artifacts.

“Unfortunately, we cannot pay you much right now, as our
treasuries have been robbed. But you can keep whatever
you find that the bandits have stolen, as long as you
retrieve the relics.”

Lenim will answer questions as he can. If the characters
ask about the bandits, he says that the town guard thinks
troglodytes and kobolds were involved. As for the nature of
Castle Churo’s curse, he claims to know nothing except
that the former occupant, Churo the Too-Curious, trifled
with things man wasn’t meant to know. He also knows that
a few local farm boys have ventured into the ruins on
dares, but their stories are too wild to be believed.

Lenim offers any basic provisions the party needs, such as
food, water, and lodging. Then he urges the characters to
hurry – the bandits may have already made their escape.

During this exchange, Kethos hangs back and says noth-
ing. He gives the characters a few appraising glances, but
is otherwise unreadable. Kethos is currently under the
effects of an undetectable alignment spell.

As the meeting closes each of the clerics, including
Kethos, offers their prayers. The clerics then say that they
will stay in the gardens and pray for the party’s safe return.
Kethos, however, will excuse himself, claiming that tonight
there is an important conjunction of planets and he has to
prepare for a ceremony.

The Artifacts: Three relic are missing: a stone idol, a gold-
en censer and prayer rug. The stone idol is hidden in area

1-6, while the golden censer and prayer rug are in 1-14.
Each relic belongs to one of the local temples.

Gathering Information: If the characters take a few hours
to ask around town, they can attempt a Gather Information
check on Castle Churo. A skill check reveals the following:

DC 5: “Aye. That place is cursed. Once, on a dare, I went
to the entrance, which was a portal to the underworld. I
could hear the voices of the damned coming from below.”

DC 10: All above, plus: “A magician named Churo once
lived in that castle. My grandda’ was his stablehand. Churo
was pretty smart, and was always figuring out new things.
My guess is that was what blew him and his castle up.”

DC 15: All above, plus: “You don’t wanna go there, friend.
Some years ago a few brave souls went in there to grab
Churo’s treasure. Only one man came out. He said the
dungeon itself ate his buddies. He also said don’t go grab-
bing piles of treasure just lying around. But I dunno, he was
mad by then.”

DC 20: All above, plus: “Yesterday, I was coming home
from a night at the tavern when I passed by the ruins. I
thought I saw a ghost come from the rubble. But it was just
Kethos. He said he was scouting the entrance, but lost his
nerve. I don’t blame him.”

Town Guards: As the party prepares to enter Castle
Churo, a pair of town guards asks to join the party. They
feel that it’s their duty to help. The characters can refuse if
they want. The guards know nothing about the interior of
Castle Churo, but they will be loyal compatriots.

Corporal Cale, human War2: CR 1; Medium humanoid;
HD 2d8+2; hp 13; Init +0 Spd. 30 ft.; AC 14, touch 10, flat-
footed 14; Base Atk +2; Grp +3; Atk/Full Atk short sword +4
melee (1d6+1); AL LG; SV Fort +4, Ref +0, Will +0; Str 13,
Dex 11, Con 12, Int 9, Wis 10, Cha 8.

Skills and Feats: Listen +4, Sense Motive +1, Spot +4;
Alertness, Weapon Focus (shortsword).

Possessions: Chain shirt, short sword.

Private Obirt, human War1: CR 1/2; Medium humanoid;
HD 1d8+1; hp 5; Init +0 Spd. 30 ft.; AC 14, touch 10, flat-
footed 14; Base Atk +1; Grp +2; Atk/Full Atk short sword +3
melee (1d6+1); AL NG; SV Fort +3, Ref +0, Will +0; Str 13,
Dex 11, Con 12, Int 9, Wis 10, Cha 8.

Skills and Feats: Listen +4, Spot +4; Alertness,
Weapon Focus (shortsword).

Possessions: Chain shirt, short sword, 5 torches.
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The basements and catacombs are all that remain of the
castle. The entrance can be easily found and there is a
path, recently used, that leads to it. The rest of the castle
is tumbled stone and melted slag. In the dungeon area all
walls are reinforced masonry. The doors, unless otherwise
noted, are wooden and in good working order.

Masonry Wall: 1 ft. thick; hardness 8; hp 90; break DC 35;
Climb DC 15.

Wooden Door: Hardness 5; hp 15; break DC 18.

Wandering Monsters

In Castle Churo, there is a 25% chance every 30 minutes
that the characters will have an encounter with a kobold
patrol. The chance increases by 25% if the characters
have been making a lot of noise such as fighting and
breaking down doors. Once all the kobolds have been
encountered there are no further wandering monsters.

Kobolds (4): CR 1/4; Small humanoid; HD 1d8; hp 4; Init
+1; Spd. 30 ft.; AC 15, touch 12, flat-footed 14; Base Atk
+1; Grp –4; Atk/Full Atk spear +1 melee (1d6-1/x3) or light
crossbow +3 ranged (1d6/19-20); SQ Darkvision 60 ft.,
light sensitivity; AL CE; SV Fort +2, Ref +1, Will –1; Str 9,
Dex 13, Con 10, Int 10, Wis 9, Cha 8.

Skills and Feats: Craft (trapmaking) +2, Hide +6,
Listen +2, Move Silently +2, Profession (miner) +2, Search
+2, Spot +2; Alertness.

Light sensitivity: dazzled in bright sunlight or within
radius of a daylight spell.

Possessions: Leather armor, spear, light crossbow, 10
bolts.

Areas of the Map

Area 1-1 – Entrance (EL 1): Read or paraphrase the fol-
lowing:

Amongst the rubble of the ruined Castle Churo
stands a stone-rimmed doorway. The doors have
fallen from their hinges and rampant weeds
wreath the opening. Strangely, the doorway is
filled with a thick mist, which almost hides the
bones scattered just inside the threshold. A pair of
baleful humanoid skulls seems to eye you, eager
and waiting. Very faintly you can hear voices com-
ing from the mist; it’s impossible to understand
them, though the words do not stop.

This is the entrance to the basement and catacombs
of Castle Churo. The magical accident created a per-
manent obscuring mist in this area. The mist will return
the following round if dispersed.

To scare the locals away, the Broken Knives decorat-
ed the entrance with bones scavenged from the cata-
combs. The voices that the characters hear come from
area 1-2. They have no effect in this area and are
incomprehensible.

To further scare the locals and would-be heroes,
Smorl has created a magical trap that triggers once a
character has moved 10 feet down the stairs. The
fiendish raven will concentrate its attacks on the fore-
most character.

Summon Monster I trap: CR 1; magic device; prox-
imity trigger (alarm); no reset; spell effect (summon
monster I, 3rd-level cleric, fiendish raven); Search DC
26; Disable Device DC 26. Cost: 150 gp, 12 XP.

Fiendish raven: CR 1/6; Tiny magical beast (extra-
planer); HD 1/4d8; hp 1; Init +2; Spd. 10 ft., fly 40 ft.
(average); AC 14, touch 14, flat-footed 12; Base Atk
+0; Grp -13; Atk/Full Atk +4 melee claws (1d2-5);
reach 0 ft.; SA smite good (1/day, +1 damage); SQ
Darkvision 60 ft., fire/cold resistance 5, low-light
vision, SR 5; AL NE; SV Fort +2, Ref +4, Will +2; Str 1,
Dex 15, Con 10, Int 3, Wis 14, Cha 6.

Skills and Feats: Listen +5, Spot +7; Alertness,
Weapon Finesse.

Area 1-2 – Room of Ancestors (EL 2): Read or para-
phrase the following:

When you open the door, a cacophony assaults
your ears. Along the walls stand several statues in
the likeness of scholars and wizards. The noise
seems to come from them – you can see their lips
moving, though otherwise they are immobile.

You think you can catch a snatch of what they say;
individual words are sometimes understandable, but
nothing seems to make sense. And after just a few
seconds you have a headache from the babbling.

There are two obvious exits: a wooden door and a
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stone door. The stone door has no handles or
hinges. Two statues flank the stone door, dressed
in armor and holding spears point-up. Written on
the lintel above the door are the words, “Let there
be peace beyond this portal.”

Statues of Churo’s famous relatives through the ages
decorate the Room of Ancestors. The magical acci-
dent gave limited animation to these statues. The stat-
ues are immobile and can only speak, albeit without
making much sense. They respond to no questions or
prompting. However, information can be gleaned from
the mad babble, for their magical nature has also con-
nected their speech with events in the area. Each
round the characters hear one of the following quotes:

1d6 roll or pick:

1 “The spiders worship the idol.”
2 “What you can’t see is the key.”
3 “Beyond the prisoner you will travel.”
4 “Someone wants their skull back, don’t hurt it!”
5 “Beware! Earth under water is unsteady.”
6 “Such an inviting couch, but so hungry.”

Staying for too long in this room will negatively affect
the characters. After 3 consecutive rounds in the room
a character must make a DC 11 Fortitude save or
become nauseated. This effect ends as soon as the
character leaves the room. Any character who spends
more than 6 consecutive rounds in the Room of the
Ancestors must make a DC 16 Will save or become
confused as if the spell were cast by a 7th level wizard.
Characters who successfully save are immune to the
effects of the Room of Ancestors for 24 hours.
Characters who take precautions, such as plugging
their ears, gain a +2 circumstance bonus to their saves.

The western door is wood. The southern door is stone
and leads to area 1-4. It slides open when the spears
on the flanking statues are turned to point down. A DC
15 Search check will indicate that the spears are
meant to be rotated.

Stone Door: 1 ft.; hardness 8; hp 90; Break DC 35.

Area 1-3 – The Chapel (EL 2): Read or paraphrase the
following:

A pale light, with colors shifting through the hues
of the rainbow, illuminates this room. The source
comes from a fountain in the middle of the room.
The kaleidoscope light reveals this to be a chapel
dedicated to a god of magic. Scrawled graffiti in
an alien tongue decorates the altar and the walls.

A small reptilian humanoid sits next to the foun-
tain. Several vials of water, a notepad, and a cage
of rats lie on the ground next to him. The creature
looks up, angry at the interruption.

Churo’s accident magically enchanted the fountain in
this chapel. The water has assumed a constantly-
changing color and an associated magical effect,

though the magical effect only works if the water is
drunk directly from the fountain. If removed, the water
loses its magic.

Smorl, the kobold cleric, is here trying to determine the
nature of the fountain. He has discovered some of the
magical properties by using rats. However, some of
the properties eluded Smorl, so he decided to test
them himself. Unfortunately, he has just drunk the
bestow curse water.

Smorl has a scrap of paper, represented by handout A,
next to the fountain on which he has made notes in
Common about the water’s properties.

The fountain’s spell effects vary each round according
to the color of the water. Use 1d6 to determine the
color of the water each round; it cycles randomly. All
effects are as if cast by a 5th level caster:

1d6 Color and Effect

1 Red: Charm (imbiber is charmed by first
person they view, DC 12 Will save)

2 Orange: Bull’s strength

3 Yellow: Blur

4 Green: Bestow curse (DC 14 Will save, -4
to attack rolls, skill checks, and saves)

5 Blue: Reduce person (DC 12 Fort save)

6 Purple: Cure light wounds

Smorl’s experimental rats are no threat. Spellcraft
checks show that one is under the effects of blur (DC
22) and another is affected by reduce person (DC 21).

A secret door (Search DC 20) connects this room to
area 1-5. Smorl is unaware of this door.

The graffiti is in Draconic. It is gibberish and has no
intelligible meaning.

Tactics: When the characters arrive, Smorl prepares
as much as possible. He casts invisibility and prepares
himself by drinking water from the fountain or casting
protection from good. If captured, Smorl attempts to
pass himself as off as a slave kept by Gulag, the
leader of the Broken Knives. Smorl falsely gives direc-
tions to area 1-7 to find Gulag and says that any treas-
ure can also be found there. At the soonest opportuni-
ty Smorl will try to escape, get to the remove curse
scroll that he has left in area 1-5, and leave the ruins.

Secret Stone Door: 1 ft.; hardness 8; hp 90; Break
DC 35; Search DC 20.

Smorl, kobold Clr3: CR 3; Small humanoid; HD 3d8+3;
hp 16; Init +1; Spd. 30 ft.; AC 18, touch 12, flat-footed 17;
Base Atk +2; Grp –5; Atk/Full Atk masterwork light mace
+1 melee (1d4-3) or light crossbow +4 ranged (1d6/19-
20); SA Command undead 4/day; SQ Darkvision 60 ft.,
light sensitivity; AL CE; SV Fort +4, Ref +2, Will +5; Str
4, Dex 12, Con 12, Int 13, Wis 15, Cha 12.

Note: The effects of Smorl’s curse are not includ-
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ed in the stat block above. Be sure to apply the effects
as given above.

Skills and Feats: Bluff +8, Craft (trapmaking) +4,
Diplomacy +3, Hide +2, Intimidate +4, Profession
(miner) +5, Search +3, Spellcraft +8; Craft Wondrous
Item, Scribe Scroll.

Light sensitivity: dazzled in bright sunlight or with-
in radius of a daylight spell.

Spells (4/4/3, DC 12 + spell level): 0—detect poi-
son, mending, read magic; 1st—cause fear, com-
mand, cure light wounds, protection from good*; 2nd—
augury (x2), invisibility*. *Domain spell.

Domains: Evil, Trickery.
Possessions: Chain shirt, light steel shield, master-

work light mace, holy symbol, light crossbow, 20 bolts,
scroll (divine; caster level 3; delay poison, find traps,
hold person), key to Rulic’s manacles (see area 1-9).

Languages: Draconic, Common.

Area 1-4 – Gathering Room (EL 2): Read or paraphrase
the following:

The sound of yipping echoes from the walls. The
noise comes from four small reptilian humanoids
merrily kicking a ball around the room. One last
kick sends the ball through the air; it must have
incredible spin on it, because at one point the ball
drifts up before resuming its downward arc.
Actually... no, you realize it’s not a ball. It’s a sev-
ered elven head.

The activity in the room stops for a moment as the
creatures regard you. The silence lasts a heart-
beat, then the creatures howl, draw their
weapons, and prepare for battle.

The gathering room was a place for viewing the
deceased before they were taken to the catacombs,

but now the Broken Knives use it for a common room.
Four kobolds, who are on break, are playing a game
of kick-the-severed-head (the head being from one of
the fallen town guard).

The magic accident altered the nature of gravity in this
room; either it is strengthened or reversed. Refer to the
key for effects. Firing missile weapons into or through
affected squares nets a –2 circumstance penalty for
each square the missile enters. The kobolds are aware
of the affected squares and avoid them.

Trash and dust is on the ceiling in the reverse gravity
squares; a DC 15 Spot check notices this oddity.

Gravity effect key: The map keys are as follows.

R: Reverse gravity, DC 15 Reflex save avoids, 1d4
falling damage.

C: Crushing gravity, DC 15 Reflex save avoids, victim
becomes prone, DC 15 Strength check to move out of
the square or stand.

Tactics: The kobolds form ranks on their first round.
The two wielding melee weapons are in front, and two
wielding crossbows are in the rear. The crossbows
begin unloaded. If half of their number are killed, the
remaining kobolds flee to area 1-5 to get help from the
troglodytes.

Treasure: A crude 10-foot ladder, used to harvest spi-
ders in area 1-6, rests in the corner of this room

Kobolds (4): CR 1/4; Small humanoid; HD 1d8; hp 4;
Init +1; Spd. 30 ft.; AC 15, touch 12, flat-footed 14; Base
Atk +1; Grp –4; Atk/Full Atk spear +1 melee (1d6-1/x3)
or light crossbow +3 ranged (1d6/19-20); SQ Darkvision
60 ft., light sensitivity; AL CE; SV Fort +2, Ref +1, Will
–1; Str 9, Dex 13, Con 10, Int 10, Wis 9, Cha 8.

Skills and Feats: Craft (trapmaking) +2, Hide +6,
Listen +2, Move Silently +2, Profession (miner) +2,
Search +2, Spot +2; Alertness.

Light sensitivity: dazzled in bright sunlight or with-
in radius of a daylight spell.

Possessions: Leather armor, spear, light cross-
bow, 10 bolts.

Area 1-5 – Preparation Room (EL 2): Read or para-
phrase the following:

The smell of old alchemical concoctions and basil
assaults your nose. Some fresher stench, oily and
pungent, is here too. Two reptilian forms lie prone
on the ground, wrapped in blankets. A pile of
garbage rests in one corner.

Strangely, a haunch of roast goat floats in mid-air,
unmoving.

Formerly this was a room to prepare bodies for
entombment. The magical accident created instability
in the flow of time in parts of this room (see the key for
game effects). In one spot time has slowed down so
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much that it is in effect an area of stasis. The bandits
have used this to their advantage, storing some food
here so it doesn’t spoil.

Two troglodytes sleep in this room. They occupy
squares of accelerated time so they can get back on
the job quicker. Unless already wakened by fellow
bandits, the troglodytes are sound asleep, and only
wake on a successful Listen check as the characters
enter the room.

Smorl has a stash of supplies and treasure in this
room. A DC 10 Search check finds the cache amongst
the pile of garbage.

Time effects key: The map keys are as follows.

H: Creature in this square is hasted. Effect does not
continue outside the square.

S: Creature in this square is slowed. Effect does not
continue outside the square.

St: Creature in this square has entered a stasis. They
are affected as if paralyzed. Missile attacks into or
through the square are impossible. Items and crea-
tures may be retrieved from this square from an adja-
cent one with a DC 15 Strength check.

Tactics: If awakened in time or alerted, the troglodytes
remain in the hasted squares to fight unless they need
to engage characters with missile weapons. If they are
presented with the opportunity, they bull rush a char-
acter into the stasis square. These bandits fight to the
death, as will any kobolds who have retreated from
area 1-4.

Treasure: Smorl’s stash of supplies consists of a scroll
(divine; caster level 5; remove curse, cure moderate
wounds), 85 sp, and a sack with 10 gems (5 gp each).

Secret Stone Door: 1 ft.; hardness 8; hp 90; Break
DC 35; Search DC 20.

Troglodytes (2): CR 1; Medium humanoid; HD
2d8+4; hp 13; Init –1; Spd. 30 ft.; AC 15, touch 9, flat-
footed 15; Base Atk +1; Grp +1; Atk club +2 melee
(1d6), claw +1 melee (1d4), or light crossbow +0
ranged (1d8/19-20); Full Atk club +2 melee (1d6) and
claw –1 melee (1d4) and bite –1 melee (1d4); or light
crossbow +0 ranged (1d8/19-20); SA Stench; SQ
Darkvision 90 ft.; AL CE; SV Fort +5, Ref –1, Will +0;
Str 10, Dex 9, Con 14, Int 8, Wis 10, Cha 10.

Skills and Feats: Hide +5 (+9 underground or
rocky setting), Listen +3; Multiattack, Weapon Focus
(club).

Stench: Range 30 ft., Fort DC 13 (poison), sick-
ened for 10 rounds, on a successful save character
cannot be affected by the same troglodyte for 24
hours.

Possessions: club, light crossbow, 10 crossbow
bolts.

Area 1-6 – The Spider Corral (EL 1): Read or paraphrase
the following:

As you enter this room you have to catch your-
selves from falling. On the other side of the portal,
the entire room drops down ten feet. Rags and
bones rest on the floor, scattered about. Holes bore
into the walls below you, all big enough to insert
your arm, but too small to crawl into. A strange
greasy shine covers every surface of this room.

The Broken Knives turned this room into a corral to
house one of their favorite delicacies, monstrous hunt-
ing spiders. The kobolds dug a pit in the room and
made little cubbyholes for spider dens. If anyone
descends into the pit the spiders will come out, antici-
pating a meal.

Most of the spiders are harmless, too small to do any
damage to characters; they crawl on the characters
but don’t attack. However, four of the spiders have
grown big enough to be a threat. Two rounds after a
character descends into the pit the harmless spiders
swarm out in large numbers; after three rounds, the
larger spiders emerge to feast.

The accident created a permanent grease effect on all
surfaces, helping to contain the spiders (one of the
reasons this room was chosen by the kobolds to
become the spider corral).

One of the stolen treasures, the Stone Idol, is hidden
in a cubbyhole. A DC 15 Search check of the room will
find it and a DC 10 Appraise check will identify it as a
religious relic. Otherwise it just appears to be a stone
with a funny shape.

Tiny Monstrous Hunting Spiders (4): CR 1/4; Tiny
vermin; HD 1/2d8; hp 2; Init +3; Spd. 30 ft., climb 10
ft.; AC 15, touch 15, flat-footed 12; Base Atk +0; Grp
–12; Atk/Full Atk bite +5 melee (1d3-4); SA Poison; SQ
Darkvision 60 ft., termorsense 60 ft., vermin traits; AL
N; SV Fort +2, Ref +3, Will +0; Str 3, Dex 17, Con 10,
Int –, Wis 10, Cha 2.

Skills and Feats: Climb +11 (spider may always
take a 10 on Climb checks), Hide +15, Jump +6, Spot
+12; Weapon Finesse.

Poison: Bite, Fort DC 10, 1d2 Str/1d2 Str.

Area 1-7 – Churo’s Living Room (EL 3): Read or para-
phrase the following:

The door to this room is open. Inside is a comfort-
able-looking room painted in warm pink tones. A
soft brown carpet covers the floor and two couch-
es invite you to rest your feet for a while. The room
is a little bit warmer than the corridor.  A mound of
coins, gems, and equipment rests on the floor in
the middle of the room.

There is a heavy iron door set in the opposite wall.
You can hear a slight whistle, like wind gusting in
a bitter storm, on the other side of that door. There
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is an occasional scratching noise too. Then, sud-
denly, there is a loud bang on the door.

When Churo’s magical calamity enchanted this area,
the entire room became a living creature. The living
room disguises its nature and ambushes unwary crea-
tures. After each meal it regurgitates the indigestible
materials, often coins and armor, which it uses to lure
prey closer to its maw.

The living room has the ability to mimic an ordinary
room. A few things give away its true nature. The car-
pet is actually hair, and there is a very slight motion of
breathing. A DC 22 Spot check gives a hint that this
room is not innocent.

The living room’s mouth is a toothy maw in the center
of the floor, beside the mound of gems. The mouth is
well concealed by the carpet until it opens. The room
also has a long tentacle that resembles a tightly woven
braided carpet, which it can unwind from around the
edges of the room.

Tactics: The living room waits for a creature to come
within 5 feet of its mouth before launching an attack. If
the characters decided not to enter the room, the crea-
ture attacks when they try to leave – the living room’s
tentacles can reach 20 feet into the corridor to chase
the characters. Unless someone has made a suc-
cessful Spot check to penetrate its disguise, the living
room gains a surprise round.

Characters that attack any part of the living room
except for a tentacle or its mouth gain a +4 bonus to hit.

Treasure: The mound of treasure contains an elixir of
swimming, 500 sp, 1000 cp, and 45 amber tokens.
The amber tokens are ancient coins with the likeness
of a gnomish king carved on one side; a merchant or
moneychanger will offer 1 gp for each, but with a DC
15 Appraise check a character knows that a collector
will pay 10 gp for each token.

Living Room: CR 3; Huge aberration; HD 5d8+15; hp
37; Init -1; Spd. 0 ft.; AC 10, touch 3, flat-footed 10;
Base Atk +3; Grp +14; Atk/Full Atk tentacle +4 melee
(drag) or bite +4 melee (1d4+3); Reach 5 ft. (20 ft. with
tentacle); SA Drag, improved grab, swallow whole, ten-
tacle; SQ Disguise self, immune to critical hits, tremor
sense 20 ft.; AL N; SV Fort +4, Ref –4, Will +4; Str 16,
Dex 1, Con 16, Int 3, Wis 10, Cha 1.

Skills and Feats: Disguise +16; Improved
Initiative, Skill Focus (Disguise).

Drag: If the living room hits with a tentacle, it latch-
es onto the foe’s body. This does no damage; instead,
the opponent is pulled 5 ft. closer to the mouth each
following round unless it breaks free, which requires a
DC 16 Strength or Escape Artist check or the destruc-
tion of the tentacle. If the living room drags a creature
within 5 ft. of its mouth, it may attack with its bite in the
same round with a +4 attack bonus.

Improved Grab: To use this ability a living room

must hit with its bite attack. It may then initiate a grap-
ple attack without provoking an attack of opportunity
as a free action. If it wins the grapple check, it estab-
lishes a hold and can attempt to swallow the victim the
following round.

Swallow Whole: The living room may attempt to
swallow an opponent it has successfully grappled the
previous round by making a further grapple check. If
successful, the opponent is swallowed and takes 1d4
acid damage per round. The living room may hold up
to 1 Large creature, 4 Medium creatures, or 16 Small
creatures in it stomach. A swallowed creature may cut
its way out with light slashing or piercing weapons,
dealing 5 points of damage to the stomach (AC 10).
Any hole closes after the character escapes.

Tentacle (Ex): Once per round as a move action
the living room may create a tentacle. A tentacle has 5
hp, AC 10 and can be damaged with a sunder attack.
The living room may have only one tentacle at a time.

Disguise Self (Ex): A living room may manipulate
its flesh to assume the shape of an interior room and
furniture.

Area 1-8A – Churo’s Workshop (EL 1): Read or para-
phrase the following:

As you open this door you are buffeted by an
intense wind. Inside there is a vortex of air. Debris
flies around and around in pieces no bigger than
splinters; most are mere motes which have an
uncanny ability to get in your eye. The walls are
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smooth from years of abrasion. For a moment you
see a metal chest the size of your head, still intact,
aloft in the turbulence, then it whirls away back
into the dust.

Churo used this basement room as a retreat for
arcane research. His horrendous accident created a
permanent vortex in the room, which has destroyed
nearly everything in it.

The winds in this room are powerful. Creatures within
must make a DC 18 Fortitude save each round they
are in the room. Small creatures that fail this save are
blown into a wall and take 1d4 nonlethal damage,
Medium creatures are knocked prone, and Large crea-
tures are checked. Ranged attacks are impossible. All
skill checks suffer a –2 circumstance penalty.

Each round there is a 50% chance the metal box hits a
randomly determined character. The box attacks at +0
and does 1d2 bludgeoning damage. If the characters
wish to catch the box, only someone targeted by it may
make an attempt. A character must make an unarmed
attack against AC 15 to succeed in catching it.

The box is crumpled shut. A DC 25 Strength is
required to open it. Inside is the key to the secret door,
as well as some of Churo’s notes, which describe the
experiments leading up to his unfortunate demise. The
notes are written in a code which requires a DC 15
Decipher Script check to understand. A DC 15
Spellcraft check shows that the notes deal with high-
energy chaotic magic and fundamental arcane forces.

There is a secret door to Churo’s closet in this room.
The effects of the wind vortex, eroding the seams,
have made it a little less hidden. 

Iron Door: 2 in., hardness 10, hp 60.

Treasure: The chest contains the key to the secret
door, and Churo’s notes. A wizard who studies the
notes for six months gains a +1 circumstance bonus
on their Spellcraft checks relating to the effects in the
castle. A wizard of 10th level or higher will pay 500 gp
for the notes).

Locked Secret Stone Door: 4 in., hardness 8, hp 60,
break DC 38, Open Lock DC 25, Search DC 15.

Area 1-8B – Churo’s Closet: Read or paraphrase the fol-
lowing:

Small eddies of wind puff up the dust in this little
closet. Time has ravaged the contents. All that’s
left are tatters of clothes and broken bits of wood.
There is a smell of decay, likely from the kobold
corpse in the corner of the closet. He was clutch-
ing something golden in his arms when he died.

This is Churo’s closet, where he kept things from his
younger days. A small ivory box can be found with a
DC 10 Search check. Inside is a slim volume –
Churo’s spell book from his apprentice days.

The corpse is a formerly curious kobold that teleport-
ed here from area 1-9. Unable to find his way out, he
died of thirst.

In the kobold’s arms is a golden cow with the letters
MU on one side. This is a trophy from the Moveable
University, an institute of arcane learning. It was for-
merly given each year to the college in the university
that won the applied magics competition – until Churo
stole it during his senior year at the school.

A successful DC 20 Bardic Lore check tells a charac-
ter that the trophy is stolen and belongs to the
Moveable University. A character who makes a DC 20
Knowledge (arcana) check knows that MU stands for
Moveable University. If the party returns the statue to
the Moveable University, then they will be rewarded
handsomely. The trophy absorbed residual magic over
the years at the university. A detect magic spell show
a weak aura of the universal school.

Treasure: Statue of a golden cow (100 gp), ivory box
(25 gp), Churo’s university spell book (contains every
1st-level arcane spell, worth 1,200 gp).

Area 1-9 – Storage (EL 1): Read or paraphrase the fol-
lowing:

A tired voice greets you as you open the door. “No
more work, I just want to sleep.” This comes from
a human dressed in the tattered and besmirched
uniform of a town guard. He sits up amongst a pile
of sacks where he has made his bed. The sacks
are flour, you guess by the puff off dust when they
are disturbed.

Piles of mining gear and food are stacked around
the first half of this chamber. Deeper in, the room
is barren, and there is nothing but a faint shimmer
of the air. You watch as a bit of floor dust floats
toward the shimmer. There is a tiny sparkle of light
and the dust is gone.

A captured town guardsman, Rulic, is bound to the
wall here; the key to his manacles is with Smorl in area
1-3.  Smorl has charmed the prisoner  (taking him to
the chapel and having him drink the water) and used
him for menial chores. Rulic is one of the guardsmen
who followed a bandit tunnel from a plundered temple.
A cave-in cut him off from the rest of his group, and he
was taken prisoner.

He knows where the bandits have dug their latest tun-
nel and the location of the idol in area 1-6. But Rulic is
reluctant to give any information while under the
effects of the charm spell. The spell will last for anoth-
er 2 hours.

A DC 12 Intimidate check or a DC 15 Diplomacy check
gets him to talk. If Corporal Cale or private Obirt are
with the party, there is a +2 circumstance bonus to
these checks.
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Rulic leaves if given the chance; he wants to let his
family know that he’s alive. Rulic won’t betray the
party, but neither will he assist them in thwarting the
bandits; he wants to continue his “friendship” with
Smorl. This could change as per the charm person
spell, especially since the bandits have no problem
attacking the prisoner if he is with the party.

Farther into the room, Churo’s magical accident has
created an area of teleportation. A character who ven-
tures into or touches the shimmering area, even with a
10 feet pole, and fails their DC 17 Will save immedi-
ately vanishes in a flash of light, sent to a semi-ran-
dom location in the dungeon. Rulic has some idea of
what happens; he has tossed bits of garbage into the
shimmering air and watched it disappear, and he
knows that the bandits avoid it.

Teleportation effect: Will save DC 17. Roll 1d4 or
pick for each character’s destination:

Roll Area

1 Area 1-2
2 Area 1-8B
3 Area 1-10
4 Area 1-7 (10 feet up from the floor)

Rulic’s chains: hardness 10, hp 10, break DC 26,
open lock DC 20 (key is held by Smorl in area 1-3).

Rulic, human War1: CR 1/2; medium humanoid; HD
1d8+1; hp 5; Init +0; Spd. 30 ft.; AC 14, touch 10, flat-
footed 14; Base Atk +1; Grp +2; Atk/Full Atk short
sword +3 melee (1d6+1); AL NG; SV Fort +3, Ref +0,
Will +0; Str 13, Dex 11, Con12, Int 9, Wis 10, Cha 8.

Skills and Feats: Listen +4, Spot +4; Alertness,
Weapon Focus (shortsword).

Area 1-10 – Catacombs (EL 1): Read or paraphrase the
following:

This area is impenetrably dark. The darkness is
so deep it is unaffected by light or sight. Smell
only tells you that a musty odor lingers in the area
beyond. But something is in there. There is a far-
off sound. A click and then another. Silence for
moment, and then more of the same. Click-click-
click. Silence.

These are the catacombs of Castle Churo. Churo’s
accident created a permanent darkness effect (caster
level 3) in this area. The crypts have been raided by
the Broken Knives, who took the treasure and used
the bones to decorate area 1-1.

The source of the clicking is an animated, floating
skull. It is the animated skull of Thuelso from area 1-
11, which now wanders through the catacombs in area
1-10. It begins at the door to area 1-13. Each round
the skull moves 5 feet. Roll randomly to determine the
direction. If the direction is into a wall the skull bangs
into the wall. A DC 10 Listen check gives the general
location of the skull. If a character enters the same

square as the skull, it attacks. It remains aggressive
until it is brought into area 1-11.

A secret trap door leads to area 1-14.

Locked Secret Stone Trap Door: 4 in., hardness 8,
hp 60, break DC 38, open lock DC 25, Search DC 25.

Animated skull: CR 1/4; Tiny construct; HD 1/2d10;
hp 2; Init +2; Spd. 20 ft.; AC 15, touch 15, flat-footed
12; Base Atk +0; Grp –9; Atk/Full Atk bite +2 melee
(1d2-1); SQ Construct traits, darkvision 60 ft., low light
vision; AL N; SV Fort +0, Ref +2, Will –5; Str 8, Dex 14,
Con –, Int –, Wis 1, Cha 1.

Area 1-11 – Thuelso’s Tomb (EL 0+): Read or para-
phrase the following:

A translucent male human sits upon a throne in
this room. His feet were propped up on a sar-
cophagus which dominates the middle of the
room, but he sets them down when the door
opens. Every surface of the room is covered in
arcane symbols. Fine burial goods lie about the
tomb. For a moment it seems as if some of them
twitched. The figure on the chair sits up. “Not
another interruption,” he says with a sigh. “Fine,
maybe you can be of some use.”

This is the tomb of Thuelso the Thoughtful, one of
Churo’s ancestors. Thuelso became a ghost because
he had a few more things to contemplate before mov-
ing on to the afterlife. The accident animated all of the
objects in the room, including Thuelso’s remains (not
as animate dead but rather as animate object). The
items in the room have been tamed by him. However,
when the bandits investigated the room, Thuelso’s
skull escaped into area 1-10 before he could scare the
bandits away.

Thuelso can’t leave the tomb, as the enchantments
that sustain him only work in this room. He bargains
with the characters to retrieve his skull, unharmed, in
exchange for a treasure. The treasure is a skeleton
key, which is a combination of a wand of knock and
masterwork thieves’ tools; the downside is that the key
is also an animated object, a feisty one, and will
escape if given the chance. To use the key someone
must first successfully grapple it.

If for some reason Thuelso needs to defend his tomb,
he can make a frightful moan as a standard action. All
living creatures within the room must succeed on a DC
19 Will save or become panicked for 2d4 rounds. This
is a sonic necromantic mind-affecting fear effect. A
creature that successfully saves against the moan
cannot be affected by Thuelso’s moan for 24 hours.

Thuelso is unaffected by corporeal weapons.
Furthermore, the animated grave goods will attack the
party at his command.

Treasure: Skeleton key, various grave goods worth
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250 gp total. Thuelso’s grave goods are protected by
a curse; anything taken from the room gives a –2
penalty to attacks, skills checks, and saves to the pos-
sessor.

Animated Grave Goods (8): CR 1/4; Tiny construct;
HD 1/2d10; hp 2; Init +2; Spd. 20 ft.; AC 15, touch 15,
flat-footed 12; Base Atk +0; Grp –9; Atk/Full Atk bite +2
melee (1d2-1); SQ Construct traits, darkvision 60 ft.,
low light vision; AL N; SV Fort +0, Ref +2, Will –5; Str
8, Dex 14, Con –, Int –, Wis 1, Cha 1.

The Skeleton Key: CR 1/8; Fine construct; HD
1/4d10; hp 1; Init +3; Spd. 20 ft.; AC 16, touch 16, flat-
footed 13; Base Atk +0; Grp –14; Atk/Full Atk bite +1
melee (1d2-2); SQ Construct traits, darkvision 60 ft.,
low light vision, spell-like ability; AL N; SV Fort +0, Ref
+3, Will –5; Str 6, Dex 16, Con –, Int –, Wis 1, Cha 1.

Spell-like ability: The key works as a wand of
knock. It has 2 charges left.

Area 1-12 – Vacant Tomb (EL 4; increased due to fast

healing effect): Read or paraphrase the following:

As you open the door you feel warmth and well-
being radiate from inside. But the room’s sole
occupant, a large, long-bodied reptile-man sitting
on an ornate rug, isn’t so welcoming. He looks up
from his work; he was carefully writing and deep
in thought until you interrupted him. The reptilian
growls when he sees you, and the smell of musk
fills the room.

“Looks like he was right,” the troglodyte says in
Common before dropping his pen, drawing his
sword, and standing in one graceful, practiced
movement.

This is Gulag, troglodyte leader of the Broken Knives.
This is an empty tomb which Gulag made into his per-
sonal room. The accident left a lingering effect of pos-
itive energy, which gives the occupants of this room
fast healing 5. A DC 30 Spellcraft check identifies the
exact nature of this property.

Gulag has taken a prayer rug and used it to decorate
his chamber. This is not the religious relic the party is
looking for. It is a fake that the monks use for display
while the real one is kept in a vault. There is a pile of
his treasure and gear in here, along with correspon-
dence from Kethos. The characters have interrupted
Gulag writing a note to Kethos. The incomplete mes-
sage Gulag was composing asks an unnamed person
for assistance when the Broken Knives leave Castle
Churo. An unsigned message can be found, warning
the bandits that a band of adventurers might be com-
ing. Finally, there is a copy of a contract, which can be
found with a DC 10 Search check, which outlines
Kethos’ agreement with the Broken Knives for the theft
of religious relics in exchange for 1000 gp. This is
signed by Kethos.

Tactics: Gulag has a basic understanding of the
nature of this room and will use it to his advantage. If
he can, he stands in the doorway and fights the party
from there. Gulag attempts to force wounded oppo-
nents back into the catacombs. If knocked uncon-
scious he feigns death until his wounds have fully
healed, unless a character attempts a coup de grace.

Treasure: Prayer rug (50 gp, a DC 15 Appraisal check
tells a character that this is not the religious relic), 500
sp, inlaid brazier (50 gp).

Gulag, troglodyte Rog2: CR 3; Medium humanoid;
HD 2d8+2d6+8; hp 24; Init +5; Spd. 30 ft.; AC 20,
touch 11, flat-footed 19; Base Atk +2; Grp +3; Atk mas-
terwork shortsword +5 melee (1d6+1) or claw +3
melee (1d4+1), or light crossbow +1 ranged (1d8/19-
20); Full Atk club +5 melee (1d6) and claw +1 melee
(1d4) and bite +1 melee (1d4); or light crossbow +1
ranged (1d8/19-20); SA Sneak attack (1d6), stench;
SQ Darkvision 90 ft., evasion, trapfinding; AL CE; SV
Fort +5, Ref +4, Will +1; Str 13, Dex 13, Con 14, Int 12,
Wis 12, Cha 10.

Skills and Feats: Craft (traps) +4, Hide +12,
Intimidate +7, Listen +5, Move Silently +8, Search +4;
Improved Initiative, Multiattack, Weapon Focus (short-
sword).

Stench: Range 30 ft., Fort DC 13 (poison), sick-
ened for 10 rounds, on a successful save character
cannot be affected by the same troglodyte for 24
hours.

Possessions: masterwork studded leather armor,
masterwork shortsword, heavy crossbow, 10 cross-
bow bolts.

Languages Spoken: Draconic, Common.

Area 1-13 – Hall of the Gods: Read or paraphrase the fol-
lowing:

As soon as you push open the door, the portal fills
with a swirl of intense blue light. Despite any
resistance, an intense force pulls everyone
through the portal. The blinding light ceases as
you tumble into an octagonal room with a twenty-
foot-high ceiling. Two tall marble statues face you.
They are the gods of knowledge and magic. The
god of knowledge holds a scroll in one hand while
the other is upraised, palm up, as if holding up the
heavens. The god of magic is posed in a moment
of spell casting, but again with one hand upraised,
palm up.

Between the two statues an ancient humanoid
skeleton slumps against the wall underneath the
writing. A coil of rope rests in its lap. Above its
head are a few lines of graffiti written in a strange
tongue.

With a quick glance around the room, you realize
that there are no doors, not even the one you
entered through. There is no obvious way out.

Give the players handout B.
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Churo’s accident warped the geometry of this room, eras-
ing all sign of the original portals, except a trapdoor in the
floor which leads to Bucho’s crypt, area 1-14. Bucho had
this room dedicated to the gods of knowledge and magic,
and built his final resting place underneath it.

The trapdoor is hidden and locked. However, the
Broken Knives gang has for convenience left the key in
the room. The key is invisible, and is placed in the palm
of the god of knowledge. The statues are nearly as tall
as the ceiling, standing 18 feet tall. The statue’s hand is
16 feet above the ground. The Climb DC for the slick
marble statues is 25. However, a rope can be looped
around the arm of the statue for easier climbing. Gulag
has left a rope in the skeleton’s lap for this very purpose.

Smorl has written a clue in Draconic, to remind himself
or Gulag where the key is. The note on the wall reads:

Of the mind is the key
You cannot see, but can find
In your hand

The skeleton belongs to a human adventurer who was
trapped in this room. The bandits have already plun-
dered the corpse.

Locked Secret Stone Trap Door: 4 in., hardness 8,
hp 60, break DC 38, open lock DC 25, Search DC 25.

Area 1-14 – Bucho’s Crypt (EL 1): This area can be
reached from the trap doors in 1-10 and 1-13. If the
characters enter 1-13, they’ll have to go through here
to get out of the room. Once this area is entered, read
or paraphrase the following:

The air in this room is stuffy and stale, and smells
of decay. A stone sarcophagus with an inscription
occupies the center of the room. A skeleton rests
on the floor next to it. On the far side of the room,
a ladder leads up to the stone ceiling.

Assume the ladder is at the opposite trap door from
the one through which the characters enter.

This is the crypt of Bucho the Pious. Bucho’s sarcoph-
agus is being used by the bandits to store the bulk of
their stolen treasure, including the golden censer and
prayer rug. The relics can be identified as such with a
DC 15 Appraisal check. The skeleton is Bucho, uncer-
emoniously dumped out of his resting place to make
room for plunder. The inscription simply reads, “Here
lies Bucho the Pious.”

The sarcophagus lid is heavy, requiring a DC 18
Strength check to lift. It has also been trapped by
Gulag to dissuade curious kobolds. The trap is trig-
gered by anyone attempting to lift the lid.

Fusillade of Darts Trap: CR 1; mechanical; touch
trigger; manual reset; Atk +10 ranged (1d4+1, dart);
multiple targets (fires 1d4 darts at each target in two
adjacent 5-ft. squares); Search DC 14; Disable Device
DC 20. Market Price: 500 gp.

Treasure: Golden censer (250 gp), prayer rug (250
gp), 300 gp, 1,050 sp, 2,500 cp, potion of cure light
wounds, everburning torch, masterwork dagger.

Area 1-15 – Entrance to the Bandits’ Tunnel: Read or
paraphrase the following:

The temperature has dropped here somewhat.
But you can see again, having reached the edge
of the darkness. You can see the well-hewn stone
walls give way to rough-cut mining. Further into
the tunnel you can see side tunnels full of rubble.

The side tunnels once led to other temples, but have
been collapsed and are impassable. Otherwise there
is nothing of interest is this area.

Area 1-16A – The Mine Slopes Down: Read or para-
phrase the following:

There is a slope that drops ten feet followed by a
turn in the tunnel in front of you. You can hear the
sounds of activity around the bend, metal biting
stone and snatches of an unintelligible song.

As the characters approach this area, they can easily
hear the sounds of work and mining, which could give
them a surprise round if they don’t alert the bandits.
The miners in area 1-16B are at a –5 penalty to their
listen checks.

Area 1-16B – Tunnel’s End (EL 2): Read or paraphrase
the following:

A team of five reptilian creatures are mining the
rock here. The larger creature lifts heavy rubble
and his fellow thugs work picks into the wall. They
chant a ribald song in some reptilian language,
completely engrossed in their work.

You notice that this area contains more braces
and shoring than the rest of the mine. Water drips
from the ceiling and forms puddles at your feet.
The air is cold and clammy.

The mining crew is here, digging to their last vault
under the druid’s gardens to steal his ornamental
antler helmet. The bandits’ calculations were a little off,
and they dug too close to the gardens’ ornamental
pond. The bandits had to pause to shore up the tun-
nel. There are small leaks, but nothing unmanageable,
and the mining has resumed with one final push to the
druid’s vault.

If the beams are knocked down or broken, there will be a
cave-in and the ornamental pond will flood into the mine.

Tactics: When at least one bandit is killed, whoever is
left alive will order everyone to attack the support
beams. Given that they are in a dead-end and know
that the pond is above them, the bandits would rather
risk a cave-in in order to try to regroup to a better posi-
tion rather than face what they believe to be certain
death at the hands of the heroes.

Only three support beams need to be broken before
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the ceiling collapses. Everyone in the area is pounded
by rubble (Atk +0, 1d6 damage) and the floor fills with
large rocks and stones so that movement is ham-
pered. The first round after the collapse, the mine
floods. At the end of that round there is water 2 feet
deep in the area, and all non-magical light sources are
extinguished. The water level rises a further 2 feet
every round until it reaches the ceiling of area 1-16B.
All Swim checks are DC 20.

The bandits will retreat to area 1-16A, where the water
is ankle deep at worst, and attempt to pick off charac-
ters swimming out of the chaos.

Support Beams: Hardness 5; hp 15; break DC 18.

Troglodyte: CR 1; Medium humanoid; HD 2d8+4; hp 13;
Init –1; Spd. 30 ft.; AC 15, touch 9, flat-footed 15; Base
Atk +1; Grp +1; Atk club +2 melee (1d6) or claw +1 melee
(1d4), or light crossbow +0 ranged (1d8/19-20); Full Atk
club +2 melee (1d6) and claw –1 melee (1d4) and bite –1
melee (1d4); or light crossbow +0 ranged (1d8/19-20);
SA Stench; SQ Darkvision 90 ft.; AL CE; SV Fort +5, Ref
–1, Will +0; Str 10, Dex 9, Con 14, Int 8, Wis 10, Cha 10.

Skills and Feats: Hide +5 (+9 underground or rocky
setting), Listen +3; Multiattack, Weapon Focus (club).

Stench: Range 30 ft., Fort DC 13 (poison), sick-
ened for 10 rounds, on a successful save character
cannot be affected by the same troglodyte for 24 hours.

Possessions: club, light crossbow, 10 crossbow bolts.

Kobolds (4): CR 1/4; Small humanoid; HD 1d8; hp 4;
Init +1; Spd. 30 ft.; AC 15, touch 12, flat-footed 14; Base
Atk +1; Grp –4; Atk/Full Atk spear +1 melee (1d6-1/x3)
or light crossbow +3 ranged (1d6/19-20); SQ Darkvision
60 ft., light sensitivity; AL CE; SV Fort +2, Ref +1, Will
–1; Str 9, Dex 13, Con 10, Int 10, Wis 9, Cha 8.

Skills and Feats: Craft (trapmaking) +2, Hide +6,
Listen +2, Move Silently +2, Profession (miner) +2,
Search +2, Spot +2; Alertness.

Light sensitivity: dazzled in bright sunlight or with-
in radius of a daylight spell.

Possessions: Leather armor, spear.

Conclusion

As the party emerges from the dungeon, Kethos is at his
temple contemplating the possible failure of his plans. If
the characters go there first, they will catch him. Otherwise
the priest will escape and hide out in a follower’s house
until morning.

The religious council waits at the druids’ gardens. They
warmly greet the characters and heal any wounds. They
listen and nod knowingly if the party brings forth evidence
that implicates Kethos. An immediate order for his arrest
goes out. However, the town guard is unable to find him;
he has fled town. If the party participates in the hunt, they
can find him with a DC 20 Gather Information check.

If the party hasn’t finished off the bandits in area 1-16B,
then at this time they attack the druid’s vaults. Everyone is

alerted by a scream, which is quickly cut off. A dash to the
vault shows a pair of dead guards and a tunnel, which
leads to area 1-16B. The party can catch the bandits there.
The tactics of the bandits remain the same as before: col-
lapse the tunnel and escape to area 1-16A.

If the party is successful in returning the relics and eradi-
cating the bandit gang, the happy people of Grozny throw
a celebration in their honor.

The Revenge of Kethos (EL 3)

If the party catches Kethos at his temple he fights to the
death, consumed by anger that his plans were foiled. If the
party doesn’t catch Kethos, then the cleric attacks the
party the morning after the celebration, hoping to kill the
entire party in one quick fight.

Tactics: Kethos is a fierce and somewhat insane fighter.
He hurls constant insults at the party. He prepares himself
if he knows that a fight is coming, casting as many helpful
spells on himself as he can before facing the characters. 

1d4+1 rounds after the fight begins a group of four guards-
men arrives. They do their best to assist the party.

Kethos, human Clr3: CR 3; Medium Humanoid;  HD
3d8+6; hp 23; Init +0; Spd. 20 ft.; AC 19, touch 10, flat-foot-
ed 19; Base Atk +2; Grp +3; Atk/Full Atk masterwork morn-
ing star +4 (1d8+1); AL CE; SV Fort +5, Ref +1, Will +5; Str
13, Dex 10, Con 14, Int 8, Wis 15, Cha 12.

Skills and Feats: Bluff +6, Diplomacy +8, Intimidate
+3, Knowledge (religion) +2; Scribe Scroll, Skill Focus
(diplomacy), Weapon Focus (morning star).

Spells (4/4/3, DC 12 + spell level): 0 – detect magic,
light, read magic; 1st – bless, doom, protection from good*,
shield of faith; 2nd – hold person, invisibility*, undetectable
alignment. *Domain spell.

Domains: Evil, Trickery.
Possessions: Half plate, large metal shield, master-

work morning star, scroll (divine, 3rd level: 3x cure light
wounds), potion of bull’s strength, 150 gp.

Guardsmen, human War1 (4): CR 1/2; medium
humanoid; HD 1d8+1; hp 5; Init +0 Spd. 30 ft.; AC 14,
touch 10, flat-footed 14; Base Atk +1; Grp +2; Atk/Full Atk
short sword +3 melee (1d6+1); AL NG; SV Fort +3, Ref +0,
Will +0; Str 13, Dex 11, Con12, Int 9, Wis 10, Cha 8.

Skills and Feats: Listen +4, Spot +4; Alertness,
Weapon Focus (shortsword).

Rewards

Give the characters additional XP rewards for completing
the goals of the quest.

Each relic recovered 25 XP
Entire bandit gang captured or killed 75 XP
Rulic rescued 50 XP
Thuelso’s skull recovered intact 50 XP
Characters present solid evidence of conspiracy 50 XP
Kethos captured or killed 50 XP
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ARMOR & SHIELDS

* Permanent drain, not temporary damage.

1 Weight figures are for armor sized to fit Medium characters. 
Armor fitted for Small characters weighs half as much, and armor fitted for Large 
characters weighs twice as much.

2 When running in heavy armor, you move only triple your speed, not quadruple.
3 A tower shield can instead grant you cover. See the description.
4  Hand not free to cast spells.

Armor / Shield Maximum Armor Check Arcane Spell Speed
Armor Cost Bonus Dex Bonus Penalty Failure Chance (30 ft.) (20 ft.) Weight 1

Light armor
Padded 5 gp +1 +8 0 5% 30 ft. 20 ft. 10 lb.
Leather 10 gp +2 +6 0 10% 30 ft. 20 ft. 15 lb.
Studded leather 25 gp +3 +5 -1 15% 30 ft. 20 ft. 20 lb.
Chain shirt 100 gp +4 +4 -2 20% 30 ft. 20 ft. 25 lb.

Medium armor
Hide 15 gp +3 +4 -3 20% 20 ft. 15 ft. 25 lb.
Scale mail 50 gp +4 +3 -4 25% 20 ft. 15 ft. 30 lb.
Chainmail 150 gp +5 +2 -5 30% 20 ft. 15 ft. 40 lb.
Breastplate 200 gp +5 +3 -4 25% 20 ft. 15 ft. 30 lb.

Heavy armor
Splint mail 200 gp +6 +0 -7 40% 20 ft. 2 15 ft. 2 45 lb.
Banded mail 250 gp +6 +1 -6 35% 20 ft. 2 15 ft. 2 35 lb.
Half-plate 600 gp +7 +0 -7 40% 20 ft. 2 15 ft. 2 50 lb.
Full plate 1,500 gp +8 +1 -6 35% 20 ft. 2 15 ft. 2 50 lb.

Shields
Buckler 15 gp +1 -- -1 5% -- -- 5 lb.
Shield, light wooden 3 gp +1 -- -1 5% -- -- 5 lb.
Shield, light steel 9 gp +1 -- -1 5% -- -- 6 lb.
Shield, heavy wooden 7 gp +2 -- -2 15% -- -- 10 lb.
Shield, heavy steel 20 gp +2 -- -2 15% -- -- 15 lb.
Shield, tower 30 gp +4 3 +2 -10 50% -- -- 45 lb.

Extras
Armor spikes +50 gp -- -- -- -- -- -- +10 lb.
Gauntlet, locked 8 gp -- -- Special 4 -- -- +5 lb.
Shield spikes +10 gp -- -- -- -- -- -- +5 lb.

Poison Type Initial Damage Secondary Damage Price
Crawler brain juice Contact DC 13 Paralysis 0 200 gp
Nitharit Contact DC 13 0 3d6 Con 650 gp
Sassone leaf residue Contact DC 16 2d12 hp 1d6 Con 300 gp
Malyss root paste Contact DC 16 1 Dex 2d4 Dex 500 gp
Terinav root Contact DC 16 1d6 Dex 2d6 Dex 750 gp
Black lotus extract Contact DC 20 3d6 Con 3d6 Con 4,500 gp
Dragon bile Contact DC 26 3d6 Str 0 1,500 gp
Striped toadstool Ingested DC 11 1 Wis 2d6 Wis + 1d4 Int 180 gp
Arsenic Ingested DC 13 1 Con 1d8 Con 120 gp
Id moss Ingested DC 14 1d4 Int 2d6 Int 125 gp
Oil of taggit Ingested DC 15 0 Unconsciousness 90 gp
Lich dust Ingested DC 17 2d6 Str 1d6 Str 250 gp
Dark reaver powder Ingested DC 18 2d6 Con 1d6 Con + 1d6 Str 300 gp
Ungol dust Inhaled DC 15 1 Cha 1d6 Cha + 1 Cha* 1,000 gp
Insanity mist Inhaled DC 15 1d4 Wis 2d6 Wis 1,500 gp
Burnt othur fumes Inhaled DC 18 1 Con* 3d6 Con 2,100 gp
Black adder venom Injury DC 11 1d6 Con 1d6 Con 120 gp
Small centipede poison Injury DC 11 1d2 Dex 1d2 Dex 90 gp
Bloodroot Injury DC 12 0 1d4 Con + 1d3 Wis 100 gp
Drow poison Injury DC 13 Unconsciousness Unconsciousness for 2d4 hours 75 gp
Greenblood oil Injury DC 13 1 Con 1d2 Con 100 gp
Blue whinnis Injury DC 14 1 Con Unconsciousness 120 gp
Medium spider venom Injury DC 14 1d4 Str 1d4 Str 150 gp
Shadow essence Injury DC 17 1 Str* 2d6 Str 250 gp
Wyvern poison Injury DC 17 2d6 Con 2d6 Con 3,000 gp
Large scorpion venom Injury DC 18 1d6 Str 1d6 Str 200 gp
Giant wasp poison Injury DC 18 1d6 Dex 1d6 Dex 210 gp
Deathblade Injury DC 20 1d6 Con 2d6 Con 1,800 gp
Purple worm poison Injury DC 24 1d6 Str 2d6 Str 700 gp

POISONS



WEAPONS
Weapon Cost Dmg (S) Dmg (M) Critical Range Increment Weight Size / Proficiency / Type
Axe, orc double 60 gp 1d6 / 1d6 1d8 / 1d8 x3 -- 15 lb. 2H / E / S
Axe, throwing 8 gp 1d4 1d6 x2 10 ft. 2 lb. L / M / S
Battleaxe 10 gp 1d6 1d8 x3 -- 6 lb. 1H / M / S
Bolas 5 gp 1d3 nonlethal 1d4 nonlethal x2 10 ft. 2 lb. R / E / B
Chain, spiked 25 gp 1d6 2d4 x2 -- 10 lb. 2H / E / P
Club -- 1d4 1d6 x2 10 ft. 3 lb. 1H / S / B
Crossbow, hand 100 gp 1d3 1d4 19-20 / x2 30 ft. 2 lb. R / E / P
Crossbow, heavy 50 gp 1d8 1d10 19-20 / x2 120 ft. 8 lb. R / S / P
Crossbow, light  35 gp 1d6 1d8 19-20 / x2 80 ft. 4 lb. R / S / P
Crossbow, repeating heavy 400 gp 1d8 1d10 19-20 / x2 120 ft. 12 lb. R / E / P
Crossbow, repeating light 250 gp 1d6 1d8 19-20 / x2 80 ft. 6 lb. R / E / P
Dagger 2 gp 1d3 1d4 19-20 / x2 10 ft. 1 lb. L / S / (P or S)
Dagger, punching 2 gp 1d3 1d4 x3 -- 1 lb. L / S / P
Dart  5 sp 1d3 1d4 x2 20 ft. 1/2 lb. R / S / P
Falchion 75 gp 1d6 2d4 18-20 / x2 -- 8 lb. 2H / M / S
Flail 8 gp 1d6 1d8 x2 -- 5 lb. 1H / M / B
Flail, dire 90 gp 1d6 / 1d6 1d8 / 1d8 x2 -- 10 lb. 2H / E / B
Flail, heavy 15 gp 1d8 1d10 19-20 / x2 -- 10 lb. 2H / M / B
Gauntlet 2 gp 1d2 1d3 x2 -- 1lb UA / S / B
Gauntlet, spiked 5 gp 1d3 1d4 x2 -- 1 lb. L / S / P
Glaive 8 gp 1d8 1d10 x3 -- 10 lb. 2H / M / S
Greataxe 20 gp 1d10 1d12 x3 -- 12 lb. 2H / M / S
Greatclub 5 gp 1d8 1d10 x2 -- 8 lb. 2H / M / B
Greatsword 50 gp 1d10 2d6 19-20 / x2 -- 8 lb. 2H / M / S
Guisarme 9 gp 1d6 2d4 x3 -- 12 lb. 2H / M / S
Halberd 10 gp 1d8 1d10 x3 -- 12 lb. 2H / M / (P or S)
Hammer, gnome hooked 20 gp 1d6 / 1d4 1d8 / 1d6 x3 / x4 -- 6 lb. 2H / E / BP
Hammer, light 1 gp 1d3 1d4 x2 20 ft. 2 lb. L / M / B
Handaxe 6 gp 1d4 1d6 X3 -- 3 lb. L / M / S
Javelin 1 gp 1d4 1d6 x2 30 ft. 2 lb. R / S / P
Kama 2 gp 1d4 1d6 x2 -- 2 lb. L / E / S
Kukri 8 gp 1d3 1d4 18-20 / x2 -- 2 lb. L / M / S
Lance 10 gp 1d6 1d8 x3 -- 10 lb. 2H / M / P
Longbow 75 gp 1d6 1d8 x3 100 ft. 3 lb. R / M / P
Longbow, composite 100 gp 1d6 1d8 x3 110 ft. 3 lb. R / M / P
Longspear 5 gp 1d6 1d8 x3 -- 9 lb. 2H / S / P
Longsword 15 gp 1d6 1d8 19-20 / x2 -- 4 lb. 1H / M / S
Mace, heavy 12 gp 1d6 1d8 x2 -- 8 lb. 1H / S / B
Mace, light 5 gp 1d4 1d6 x2 -- 4 lb. L / S / B
Morningstar 8 gp 1d6 1d8 x2 -- 6 lb. 1H / S / BP
Net 20 gp -- -- 10 ft. 6 lb. --
Nunchaku 2 gp 1d4 1d6 x2 -- 2 lb. L / E / B
Pick, heavy 8 gp 1d4 1d6 x4 -- 6 lb. 1H / M / P
Pick, light 4 gp 1d3 1d4 x4 -- 3 lb. L / M / P
Quarterstaff -- 1d4 / 1d4 1d6 / 1d6 x2 -- 4 lb. 2H / S / B
Ranseur 10 gp 1d6 2d4 x3 -- 12 lb. 2H / M / P
Rapier 20 gp 1d4 1d6 18-20 / x2 -- 2 lb. 1H / M / P
Sai 1 gp 1d3 1d4 x2 10 ft. 1 lb. L / E / B
Sap 1 gp 1d4 nonlethal 1d6 nonlethal x2 -- 2 lb. L / M / B
Scimitar 15 gp 1d4 1d6 18-20 / x2 -- 4 lb. 1H / M / S
Scythe 18 gp 1d6 2d4 x4 -- 10 lb. 2H / M / (P or S)
Shield, heavy special 1d3 1d4 x2 -- special 1H / M / B
Shield, light special 1d2 1d3 x2 -- special L / M / B
Shortbow 30 gp 1d4 1d6 x3 60 ft. 2 lb. R / M / P
Shortbow, composite 75 gp 1d4 1d6 x3 70 ft. 2 lb. R / M / P
Shortspear 1 gp 1d4 1d6 x2 20 ft. 3 lb 1H / S / P
Shuriken 1 gp 1 1d2 x2 10 ft. 1/2 lb. R / E / P
Siangham 3 gp 1d4 1d6 x2 -- 1 lb. L / E / P
Sickle 6 gp 1d4 1d6 x2 -- 2 lb. L / S / S
Sling -- 1d3 1d4 x2 50 ft. 0 lb. R / S / B
Spear 2 gp 1d6 1d8 x3 20 ft. 6 lb. 2H / S / P
Spiked armor special 1d4 1d6 x2 -- special L / M / P
Spiked shield, heavy special 1d4 1d6 x2 -- special 1H / M / P
Spiked shield, light special 1d3 1d4 x2 -- special L / M / P
Sword, bastard 35 gp 1d8 1d10 19-20 / x2 -- 6 lb. 1H / E / S
Sword, short 10 gp 1d4 1d6 19-20 / x2 -- 2 lb. L / M / P
Sword, two-bladed 100 gp 1d6 / 1d6 1d8 / 1d8 19-20 / x2 -- 10 lb. 2H / E / S
Trident 15 gp 1d6 1d8 x2 10 ft. 4 lb. 1H / M / P
Unarmed strike -- 1d2 nonlethal 1d3 nonlethal x2 -- -- UA / S / B
Urgrosh, dwarven 50 gp 1d6 / 1d4 1d8 / 1d6 x3 -- 12 lb. 2H / E / (P or S)
Waraxe, dwarven 30 gp 1d8 1d10 x3 -- 8 lb. 1H / E / S
Warhammer 12 gp 1d6 1d8 x3 -- 5 lb. 1H / M / B
Whip 1 gp 1d2 nonlethal 1d3 nonlethal x2 -- 2 lb. 1H / E / S



ACTIONS
provokes an attack of opportunity , * may provoke an AoO

Move Actions

• Move, control frightened mount, direct/redirect spell, draw weapon,
load hand/light crossbow, open/close door, mount/dismount horse,
move heavy object, pick up item, sheath weapon, stand up from
prone, ready/loose shield, retrieve stored item

• Draw weapon or ready/loose shield can be combined with a 
regular move if your base attack bonus is at least +1

Standard Actions

• Melee attack, ranged/unarmed attack, activate magic item other
than potion or oil, aid another*, bull rush, cast a spell, concentrate
to maintain spell, dismiss spell, draw hidden weapon, drink
potion/apply oil, escape grapple, feint, light torch w/tindertwig, lower
spell resistance, make dying friend stable, overrun, read scroll,
ready action, sunder weapon, sunder object*, total defense,
turn/rebuke undead, use extraordinary ability, use 1-action skill, use
spell-like ability, use supernatural ability

Full-Round Actions

• Full attack, charge, deliver coup de grace, escape from net, 
extinguish flames, light torch, load heavy/repeating crossbow,
lock/unlock weapon in gauntlet, prepare to throw splash weapon,
run, use 1-round skill, use touch spell w/up to 6 friends, withdraw

Free Actions

• Cast quickened spell, cease concentration, drop item, drop to floor,

prepare spell components to cast a spell, speak

FIGHTING DEFENSIVELY AS A

STANDARD ACTION

• -4 on all attacks, +2 dodge bonus to AC for the round

TOTAL DEFENSE

• Defend yourself as a standard action, +4 dodge bonus to AC for 1
round, cannot make attacks of opportunity

DEALING NONLETHAL DAMAGE

• -4 attack to deal nonlethal damage w/normal weapon (or to deal
lethal damage with a non-lethal weapon)

AID ANOTHER

• Help ally attack or defend
• Must be in position to melee attack opponent
• Make attack roll against AC 10
• Success: ally gains +2 on next attack against opponent or +2 AC

bonus against opponent's next attack
• Attack must occur before your next turn
• May also be used to assist an ally's skill check

BULL RUSH

• Move into defender's square, defender gets AoO
• Make opposed Strength checks (±4 for each

size above / below Medium, +2 for charging,
+4 if more than 2 legs / stable / dwarf)

• Success: defender moves back 5 ft., plus
5 ft. per 5 points by which the attacker's
check is greater than the defender's

• Failure: attacker moves back 5 ft., falls prone if occupied

CHARGE

• Must move at least 10 ft. (up to double move), have clear path &
move to closest space from which an attack can be made; +2 to
attack, -2 to AC for 1 round

DISARM

• Defender gets AoO
• Make opposed attack rolls with weapons (+4 for 2-handed, -4 for

light, larger opponent gets +4 per size 
difference, defender gets -4 if target is
not melee weapon)

• Success: defender is disarmed
• Failure: defender may attempt disarm

(no AoO)

FEINT

• Make Bluff check vs. target's Sense Motive + base attack
• Success: defender loses Dexterity bonus to AC on your next attack
• Bluff -4 check vs. non-humanoids, -8 vs. Intelligence of 1 or 2
• Not allowed vs. nonintelligent creatures

GRAPPLE

• Grab: Make a melee touch attack (defender gets AoO) 
• Success: Make opposed grapple check as free action

o Success: grappling, deal unarmed damage 

o Failure: fail to start grapple 

o Tie: opponent with highest grapple modifier wins ties

• Automatic failure if opponent is 2 sizes larger than you
• Move into target's space as free action (provokes AoO's)
• Others may join grapple w/opposed grapple check (no AoO)
• When grappling, you may take the following actions:

o Activate a magic item that doesn't need completion 
component

o Attack w/unarmed strike, natural or light weapon (-4 to
attack)

o Cast a spell: 1 standard action casting time, no somatic
components, components / focus in hand, requires
Concentration check (DC 20 + spell level)

o Damage opponent: make opposed grapple check in place
of an attack, deal unarmed damage if successful (attack at
-4 penalty to deal lethal damage)

o Draw light weapon as move action w/successful grapple
check

o Escape from grapple: make opposed grapple check in
place of attack or make an Escape Artist check as 
standard action. If successful, you may move to an 
adjacent square.

o Move: opposed grapple check to move grapplers at half
speed as a standard action (+4 if opponent pinned & no
one else is involved in the grapple)

o Retrieve a spell component: requires a full-round action
o Pin your opponent: hold opponent immobile for 1 round

with a successful opposed grapple check
o Break another's pin: opposed grapple check in place 

of attack
o Use opponent's weapon: light weapons only, opposed

grapple check in place of attack, if successful make attack
roll with weapon at -4 penalty

OVERRUN

• Move into defender's square, defender gets AoO

• Defender blocks: make Strength check vs. target's Strength /
Dexterity check (±4 for each size above / below Medium, +4 if more
than 2 legs / stable / dwarf)

• Success: knock defender prone

• Failure: defender may make Strength check vs. attacker's Strength
/ Dexterity check to push back 5 ft. & knock prone (±4 for each size
above / below Medium). If attacker is not knocked prone, he must
move back 5 ft. & fall prone if square is occupied.



SUNDER

• Defender gets AoO
• Make opposed attack rolls with weapons (+4 for 2-handed, -4 for

light, larger opponent gets +4 per size difference)
• Success: roll damage & deal to weapon or shield
• Sundering a carried or worn object - attack roll vs. object's AC 

(10 + size mod + Dexterity mod of carrying character)
• Cannot sunder armor worn by an opponent

THROW SPLASH WEAPON
(PHB, chapter 8)

• Make ranged touch attack (no proficiency penalty)

• Targeting a square: Hit deals direct damage to target square &
splash damage to adjacent squares

• Targeting a grid intersection: AC 5, hit deals splash damage to 
adjacent squares only, no direct damage

• Miss:
o Direction - Roll d8 and consult diagram below
o Distance - 5 ft. × range increment thrown

TRIP

• Defender gets AoO

• Make unarmed melee touch attack against target

• If successful, make Strength check vs. target's Strength / Dexterity
check (±4 for each size above / below Medium, +4 if more than 
2 legs / stable / dwarf)

• Success: defender is tripped

• Failure: defender may make Strength check vs. attacker's Strength
/ Dexterity check to trip  attacker (no AoO)

TURN OR REBUKE UNDEAD
(PHB, chapter 8)

• Range 60 ft., must have line of effect, not line of sight
• Target must not have total cover relative to you
• Turning Check: 1d20 + Charisma mod for max HD 
• Turning Damage: 2d6 + cleric level + Charisma

mod  
• Turned undead:

o Flee for 10 rounds
o Cower if cornered (+2 to attack rolls against

them)
o Overcome effect if cleric approaches within 10 ft.
o Do not overcome turning effect if attacked by others

ATTACK ROLL MODIFIERS
(PHB, Table 8-5)

ARMOR CLASS MODIFIERS
(PHB, Table 8-6)

Weapon or Shield Hardness HP1

Light blade 10 2
One-handed blade 10 5
Two-handed blade 10 10
Light metal-hafted weapon 10 10
One-handed metal-hafted weapon 10 20
Light hafted weapon 5 2
One-handed hafted weapon 5 5
Two-handed hafted weapon 5 10
Projectile weapon 5 5
Armor see PHB, armor

table 9-9 bonus x 5
Buckler 10 5
Light wooden shield 5 7
Heavy wooden shield 5 15
Light steel shield 10 10
Heavy steel shield 10 20
Tower shield 5 20

Defender is . . . Melee Ranged

Behind cover +4 +4
Blinded -21 -21

Concealment 20% Miss Chance
Invisible or total concealment 50% Miss Chance
Cowering -21 -21

Entangled +02 +02

Flat-footed +01 +01

Grappling (but attacker is not) -01 +01,3

Helpless (paralyzed,sleeping) -44 +04

Kneeling or sitting -2 +2
Pinned -44 +04

Prone -4 +4
Squeezing through a space -4 -4
Stunned -21 -21

Turning Check Most Powerful Undead Affected

Result (Maximum Hit Dice)

0 or lower Cleric's level - 4
1 - 3 Cleric's level - 3
4 - 6 Cleric's level - 2
7 - 9 Cleric's level - 1
10 - 12 Cleric's level
13 - 15 Cleric's level + 1
16 - 18 Cleric's level + 2
19 - 21 Cleric's level + 3
22 or higher Cleric's level + 4

Attacker is . . . Melee Ranged

Dazzled -1 -1
Entangled -21 -21

Flanking defender +2 --
Invisible +22 +22

On higher ground +1 +0
Prone -4 --3

Shaken or frightened -2 -2
Squeezing through a space -4 -4

1 Defender loses any Dexterity bonus to AC
2 An entangled character takes a -4 penalty to Dexterity
3 Roll randomly to see which grappling combatant you strike
4 Treat defender's Dexterity as 0 (-5 mod); rogues can sneak attack helpless / pinned

defenders

1 Also -4 to attacker's Dexterity, which may affect attack roll
2 Defender loses Dex bonus to AC, no + if target is blinded
3 Most ranged weapons cannot be used prone, but you can use a crossbow or shuriken

while prone at no penalty

1 HP is for Medium items. Divide by 2 per size category smaller than Medium, or multiply
by 2 per size larger than Medium











APPRAISE (INT)
• Common object = DC 12; rare = DC 15, 20 or higher

• Failure: appraisal = 2d6+3 × 10% × actual value 
of object

• Magnifying glass / scales provides +2 bonus to
appraisal

BALANCE (DEX; Armor Check Penalty)
• Success: move half speed on precarious surface for 1 round 

• Failure: by 4 or less, can't move 1 round; 5 or more, you fall

• Being attacked: flat-footed unless Balance ranks > 4; if you take
damage, you must make another check at same DC

• Accelerated: -5 check penalty to move at full speed

CLIMB (STR; Armor Check Penalty)
• Success: move 1/4 speed up / down / across a surface

• Failure: by 4 or less, make no progress; 5 or more, you fall

• Climber's kit gives a +2 circumstance bonus to Climb checks

• Being attacked: lose Dex bonus to AC while climbing, if you take
damage, you must make another check or fall

• Accelerated: -5 check penalty to move at half-speed

• Making handholds / footholds in ice or w/pitons: takes 1 minute per
piton, requires 1 piton per 3 feet. Climb DC = 15

• Catch yourself when falling: DC = wall DC+20 or slope DC+10

• Catching falling character while climbing: make a successful melee
touch attack against falling character, make climb check 
(DC = wall's DC + 10). 

o Success: catch falling character, if his total weight exceeds
your heavy load limit you automatically fall

o Fail by 4 or less: fail to catch PC, but maintain grip
o Fail by 5 or more: both you and character fall

CONCENTRATION (CON)
• Must make check whenever you might be distracted while 

performing an action requiring your full attention.

• Actions that provoke attacks of opportunity normally require a
Concentration check if distracted

DISABLE DEVICE (INT; Trained Only)
• Use to disarm a trap, jam a lock 

(open / closed), sabotage a mechanical
device (wagon wheel)

• Attempting a check without thieves' tools
imposes a -2

HANDLE ANIMAL (CHA; Trained Only)
• Handle: command an animal to perform a familiar task

• Push: command an animal to perform an unfamiliar task

• Wounded Animal: add 2 to DC 

• Teach Trick: 1 week; max tricks = 3 (Int 1) or 6 (Int 2)

o DC 15 - come, down, fetch, heel, perform, seek, stay, work

o DC 20 - attack, defend, guard, track

DC Modifier Surface

+2 Lightly obstructed (scree, light rubble)
+5 Severely obstructed (natural cavern)
+2 Lightly slippery (wet floor)
+5 Severely slippery (ice sheet)
+2 Sloped or angled

Narrow Surface Bal DC Difficult Surface Bal DC

7 - 12 inches wide 10 Uneven flagstone 101

2 - 6 inches wide 15 Hewn stone floor 101

Less than 2" wide 20 Sloped or angled floor 101

1 Only if running or charging. Failure by 4 or less means character can't run or charge,
but may otherwise act normally.

DC Modifier Example

-10 climbing a chimney or opposite walls

-5 climbing a corner or perpendicular walls

+5 surface is slippery

DC Example

0 Slope too steep to walk, knotted rope w/wall to brace 
5 Rope w/wall to brace, or knotted rope, or rope trick rope
10 Surface w/ledges to hold / stand (rough wall / ship's rigging)
15 Surface w/handholds, rough wall / tree, unknotted rope, 

pull self up when dangling by hands
20 Uneven surface w/narrow handholds (dungeon wall / ruins)
25 Rough surface (natural rock or brick wall)
25 Overhang or ceiling w/handholds but no footholds
-- Perfectly smooth, flat, vertical surface cannot be climbed

Concentration DC Example

10 + damage dealt Damaged during the action 
10 + half damage dealt Taking continuous damage
Spell's save DC Distracted by nondamaging spell
10 Vigorous motion (moving mount)
15 Violent motion (galloping horse)
20 Extremely violent motion (earthquake)
15 Entangled
20 Grappling or pinned
5 High wind w/blinding rain or sleet
10 Wind-driven hail, dust, or debris
Spell's save DC Weather caused by spell

Device Time Disable DC Example

Simple 1 round 10 Jam a lock
Tricky 1d4 rounds 15 Sabotage a wagon wheel
Difficult 2d4 rounds 20 Disarm / reset trap

Disarm a complex trap,
Wicked 2d4 rounds 25 cleverly sabotage a 

clockwork device

General Purpose DC General Purpose DC

Combat riding 20 Hunting 20
Fighting 20 Performance 15
Guarding 20 Riding 15
Heavy labor 15

Task Handle Animal DC

Handle an animal 10
"Push" an animal 25
Teach an animal a trick 15 or 20
Train an animal for general purpose 15 or 20
Rear a wild animal 15 + HD of animal



HEAL (WIS)
• First Aid: Use to stabilize a dying character. If successful, the dying

character stops losing hit points.

• Long-Term Care: Use to treat up to 6
patients for a day or more. If successful,
the patient heals at twice the normal rate 
(2 hp / level / 8 hours rest, or 4 hp / level / full
day of rest).

• Treat Wound from Caltrop, Spike Growth, or 
Spike Stones: If successful the movement penalty 
is removed.

• Treat Poison: Roll a Heal check whenever the poisoned
character makes a secondary poison saving throw. Use the
higher result.

• Treat Disease: Roll a Heal check whenever the diseased character
makes a secondary saving throw. Use the higher result.

JUMP (STR; Armor Check Penalty)
• Long Jump: the DC equals distance jumped. If you fail by 5 or 

less, make a DC 15 Reflex save (doubled without 20 ft. running
start) to grab the far edge of the gap. Getting up requires DC 15
Climb check. 

• High Jump: DC = 4 × distance to be cleared (doubled without 20 ft.
running start). 

• Hop Up: jump onto an object as tall as your waist with a DC 10
Jump check (running start not required).

• Jumping Down: when jumping down from a height, falling damage
is reduced by 10 ft. with a DC 15 Jump check.

LISTEN (WIS)

SPEAK LANGUAGE (None; Trained Only)

SPELLCRAFT (INT; Trained Only)

SWIM (STR; Armor Check Penalty)
• Make a Swim check once per round while in the water.

o Success: may swim up to 1/2 speed (full-round action) or
1/2 speed (move action)

o Fail by 4 or less: make no progress through water

o Fail by 5 or more: go underwater

• Holding breath: can hold your breath for as many rounds as 
your Con score as long as you take only move / free actions.
Standard / full-round action reduces remaining rounds by 1.

• Out of Breath: Must make DC 10 Con check ea round. DC 
increases by 1 each round. If you fail, you begin to drown.

Task Heal DC

First aid 15
Long-term care 15
Treat spike / caltrop wound 15
Treat poison Poison's save DC
Treat disease Disease's save DC

Creature Size Vertical Reach

Colossal 128 ft.
Gargantuan 64 ft.
Huge 32 ft.
Large 16 ft.
Medium 8 ft.
Small 4 ft.
Tiny 2 ft.
Diminutive 1 ft.
Fine 1/2 ft.

Listen DC Sound

-10 A battle
0 People talking
5 A person in medium armor walking at 10 ft. / round

10 Unarmored person walking at 15 ft. / round
15 1st-level rogue using Move Silently to sneak by
15 People whispering
19 A cat stalking
30 An owl gliding in for a kill

Listen DC Modifier Condition

+5 Through a door
+15 Through a stone wall
-1 Per 10 feet of distance
-5 Listener distracted

Language Typical Speakers Alphabet

Abyssal Demons, chaotic evil outsiders Infernal

Aquan Water-based creatures Elven

Auran Air-based creatures Draconic

Celestial Good outsiders Celestial

Common Humans, halflings, half-elves, half-orcs Common

Draconic Kobolds, troglodytes, lizardfolk, dragons Draconic

Druidic Druids (only) Druidic

Dwarven Dwarves Dwarven

Elven Elves Elven

Giant Ogres, giants Dwarven

Gnoll Gnolls Common

Gnome Gnomes Dwarven

Goblin Goblins, hobgoblins, bugbears Dwarven

Halfling Halflings Common

Ignan Fire-based creatures Draconic

Infernal Devils, lawful evil outsiders Infernal

Orc Orcs Dwarven

Sylvan Dryads, brownies, leprechauns Elven

Terran Xorns and other earth-based creatures Dwarven

Undercommon Drow, subterranean beings Elven

Spellcraft DC Task

13 Identify a glyph of warding while using read magic
15 + spell level Identify a spell being cast

15 + spell level Learn a spell from a spellbook or scroll (8 hrs)

15 + spell level Prepare spell from borrowed spellbook

15 + spell level Determine the school of magic in an aura while

casting detect magic
19 Identify a symbol while using read magic
20 + spell level Identify a spell already in effect

20 + spell level Identify materials created or shaped by magic

20 + spell level Decipher a written spell without using read magic
25 + spell level Identify spell cast on you after the saving throw

25 Identify a potion (1 minute)

20 Draw diagram to allow dimensional anchor to be 

cast on a magic circle spell (10 minutes)

30 or higher Understand a strange or unique magical effect, 

such as the effects of a magic stream.

Water Swim DC

Calm water 10
Rough water 15
Stormy water 20 (can't take 10 on Swim check)



TUMBLE (DEX; Trained Only, Armor Check Penalty)
• Use to land softly or tumble past opponents

USE MAGIC DEVICE (CHA; Trained Only)

USE ROPE (DEX)
• Secure a Grappling Hook: DM makes Use Rope check (DC 10, 

+2 for every feet of distance thrown, maximum DC 20 at 50 ft.

o Fail by 4 or less: hook fails to catch and falls
o Fail by 5 or more: hook falls after 1d4 rounds of 

supporting weight

The character has temporarily lost 1 or

more ability score points. Lost points

return at a rate of 1 per day unless noted otherwise by the condition 

dealing the damage. A character with Strength 0 falls to the 

ground and is helpless. A character with Dexterity 0 is paralyzed. 

A character with Constitution 0 is dead. A character with

Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma 0 is unconscious.

The character has permanently lost 1 or

more ability score points. The character can

regain these points only through magical means.

The character cannot see. He takes a -2 penalty to

Armor Class, loses his Dexterity bonus to AC (if any),

moves at half speed, and takes a -4 penalty on Search checks and

on most Strength- and Dexterity-based skill checks. All checks and

activities that rely on vision (such as reading and Spot checks) 

automatically fail. All opponents are considered to have total 

concealment (50% miss chance) to the blinded character.

Depending on its size, a creature can be blown

away by winds of high velocity. A creature on

the ground that is blown away is knocked down and rolls 1d4 × 10

feet, taking 1d4 points of nonlethal damage per 10 feet. A flying

creature that is blown away is blown back 2d6 × 10 feet and takes

2d6 points of nonlethal damage due to battering and buffering.

A confused character's actions are determined by

rolling d% at the beginning of his turn: 01-10,

attack caster with melee or ranged weapons (or close with caster if 

attacking is not possible); 11-20, act normally; 21-50, do nothing but

babble incoherently; 51-70, flee away from caster at top possible

speed; 71-100, attack nearest creature (for this purpose, a familiar

counts as part of the subject's self). A confused character who can't

carry out the indicated action does nothing but babble incoherently.

Attackers are not at any special advantage when attacking a 

confused character. Any confused character who is attacked 

automatically attacks its attackers on its next turn, as long as it is

still confused when its turn comes. A confused character does not

make attacks of opportunity against any creature that it is not already

devoted to attacking (either because of its most recent action or

because it has just been attacked).

The character is frozen in fear and can take no

actions. A cowering character takes a -2 penalty to

Armor Class and loses her Dexterity bonus (if any).

The creature is unable to act normally. A dazed creature

can take no actions, but has no penalty to AC. A dazed

condition typically lasts 1 round.

The creature is unable to see well because of over-

stimulation of the eyes. A dazzled creature takes a -1

penalty on attack rolls, Search checks, and Spot checks.

A deafened character cannot hear. She takes a -4

penalty on initiative checks, automatically fails

Listen checks, and has a 20% chance of spell failure when casting

spells with verbal components.

Tumble DC Task

15 Treat fall as if 10 feet shorter for damage
15 Tumble at 1/2 speed while not provoking attacks of

opportunity. Check for each opponent separately, 
each additional enemy adds +2 to the Tumble DC.

25 Tumble at 1/2 speed through an enemy (over, 
under, or around), provoking no attacks of 
opportunity. Check for each opponent separately, 
each additional enemy adds +2 to the Tumble DC.

Surface Is… DC Modifier

Lightly obstructed (scree, light rubble, +2
shallow bog1, undergrowth)
Severely obstructed (natural cavern floor, +5
dense rubble, dense undergrowth)
Lightly slippery (wet floor) +2
Severely slippery (ice sheet) +5
Sloped or angled +2

1 Tumbling is impossible in a deep bog

Task Use Magic Device DC

Activate blindly 25
Decipher a written spell 25 + spell level
Use a scroll 20 + caster level
Use a wand 20
Emulate a class feature 20
Emulate an ability score Ability Score = Use Magic Device 

check result - 15
Emulate a race 25
Emulate an alignment 30

Use Rope DC Task

10 Tie a firm knot
101 Secure a grappling hook
15 Tie a special knot, such as one that slips, 

slides slowly, or loosens with a tug
15 Tie a rope around yourself one-handed
15 Splice two ropes together

Varies Bind a character

1 Add 2 to the DC for every 10 feet the hook is thrown.

Ability Damaged:

Ability Drained:

Blinded:

Blown Away:

Confused:

Cowering:

Dazed:

Dazzled:

Deafened:



The character gains one or more negative
levels, which might permanently drain the

character's levels. If the subject has at least as many negative 
levels as Hit Dice, he dies. Each negative level gives a creature the
following penalties: -1 penalty on attack rolls, saving throws, skill
checks, ability checks; loss of 5 hit points; and -1 to effective level
(for determining the power, duration, DC, and other details of spells
or special abilities). In addition, a spellcaster loses one spell or spell
slot from the highest spell level castable.

The character is ensnared. Being entangled
impedes movement, but does not entirely prevent

it unless the bonds are anchored to an immobile object or tethered
by an opposing force. An entangled creature moves at half speed,
cannot run or charge, and takes a -2 penalty on all attack rolls and
a -4 penalty to Dexterity. An entangled character who attempts to
cast a spell must make a Concentration check (DC 15 + the spell's
level) or lose the spell.

An exhausted character moves at half speed and
takes a -6 penalty to Strength and Dexterity. After

1 hour of complete rest, an exhausted character becomes fatigued.
A fatigued character becomes exhausted by doing something else
that would normally cause fatigue.

A fascinated creature is entranced by a super-
natural or spell effect. The creature stands or sits 

quietly, taking no actions other than to pay attention to the 
fascinating effect, for as long as the effect lasts. It takes a -4 
penalty on skill checks made as reactions, such as Listen and Spot
checks. Any potential threat, such as a hostile creature approaching,
allows the fascinated creature a new saving throw against the 
fascinating effect. Any obvious threat, such as someone drawing 
a weapon, casting a spell, or aiming a ranged weapon at the 
fascinated creature, automatically breaks the effect. A fascinated
creature's ally may shake it free of the spell as a standard action.

A fatigued character can neither run nor charge and
takes a -2 penalty to Strength and Dexterity. Doing

anything that would normally cause fatigue causes the fatigued
character to become exhausted. After 8 hours of complete rest,
fatigued characters are no longer fatigued.

A frightened creature flees from the source of its
fear as best it can. If unable to flee, it may fight. 

A frightened creature takes a -2 penalty on all attack rolls, saving
throws, skill checks, and ability checks. A frightened creature can
use special abilities, including spells, to flee; indeed, the creature
must use such means if they are the only way to escape.

Having no physical body. Incorporeal creatures
are immune to all nonmagical attack forms. They

can be harmed only by other incorporeal creatures, +1 or better
magic weapons, spells, spell-like effects, or supernatural effects.

Visually undetectable. An invisible creature gains a
+2 bonus on attack rolls against sighted opponents,

and ignores its opponents' Dexterity bonuses to AC (if any).

Depending on their size, creatures can be
knocked down by winds of high velocity.

Creatures on the ground are knocked prone by the force of the
wind. Flying creatures are instead blown back 1d6 × 10 feet.

Experiencing stomach distress. Nauseated

creatures are unable to attack, cast spells, 

concentrate on spells, or do anything else requiring attention. The

only action such a character can take is a single move action per turn.

A panicked creature must drop anything it holds and

flee at top speed from the source of its fear, as well

as any other dangers it encounters, along a random path. It can't take

any other actions. In addition, the creature takes a -2 penalty on all

saving throws, skill checks, and ability checks. If cornered, a 

panicked creature cowers and does not attack, typically using the

total defense action in combat. A panicked creature can use special

abilities, including spells, to flee; indeed, the creature must use such

means if they are the only way to escape.

A paralyzed character is frozen in place and unable

to move or act. A paralyzed character has effective

Dexterity and Strength scores of 0 and is helpless, but can take

purely mental actions. A winged creature flying in the air at the time

that it becomes paralyzed cannot flap its wings and falls. A paralyzed

swimmer can't swim and may drown. A creature can move through

a space occupied by a paralyzed creature-ally or not. Each square

occupied by a paralyzed creature, however, counts as 2 squares.

A petrified character has been turned to stone and is

considered unconscious. If a petrified character

cracks or breaks, but the broken pieces are joined with the body as

he returns to flesh, he is unharmed. If the character's petrified body

is incomplete when it returns to flesh, the body is likewise 

incomplete and there is some amount of permanent hit point loss

and/or debilitation.

An attacker who is prone has a -4 penalty on melee attack

rolls and cannot use a ranged weapon (except for a cross-

bow). Prone defenders gain a +4 bonus to Armor Class against

ranged attacks, but take a -4 penalty to AC against melee attacks.

Standing up is a move-equivalent action that provokes an AoO.

A shaken character takes a -2 penalty on attack rolls,

saving throws, skill checks, and ability checks.

The character takes a -2 penalty on all attack

rolls, weapon damage rolls, saving throws, skill

checks, and ability checks.

A stunned creature drops everything held, can't

take actions, takes a -2 penalty to AC, and loses his

Dexterity bonus to AC (if any).
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Energy Drained:

Entangled:

Exhausted:

Fascinated:

Fatigued:

Frightened:

Incorporeal:

Invisible:

Knocked Down:

Nauseated:

Panicked:

Paralyzed:

Petrified:

Prone:

Shaken:

Sickened:

Stunned:
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